Abstract-Matrix multiplication is widely used in a variety of applications and is often one of the core components of many scientific computations. This paper will examine three algorithms to compute the product of two matrices: the Naive, Strassen's and Winograd's algorithms. One of the main factors of determining the efficiency of an algorithm is the execution time factor, how much time the algorithm takes to accomplish its work. All the three algorithms will be implemented and the execution time will be calculated and we find that Winograd's algorithm is the best and fast method experimentally for finding matrix multiplication. Deep Neural Networks are used for many applications. Training a Deep Neural Network is a time consuming process, especially when the number of hidden layers and nodes is large. The mechanism of Backpropagation Algorithm and Boltzmann Machine Algorithm for training a Deep Neural Network is revisited and considered how the sum of weighted input is computed. The process of computing the sum of product of weight and input matrices is carried out for several hundreds of thousands of epochs during the training of Deep Neural Network. We propose to modify Backpropagation Algorithm and Boltzmann Machine Algorithm by using fast Winograd's algorithm. Finally, we find that the proposed methods reduce the long training time of Deep Neural Network than existing direct methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Matrix multiplication is an important problem in Mathematics and Computer Science. It plays an important role in the areas of Graph Theory, Computer Graphics, Digital Signal Processing and Neural Networks. Fast Matrix Multiplication is still an open problem which has attracted a lot of attention for the past few decades [1] . In this paper we will consider matrix multiplication as the problem, implement various methods to solve this problem and find the best one that takes the least time.
This paper aims to evaluate the theoretical and experimental performance of three key matrix multiplication algorithms (The Naive algorithm, Winograd's algorithm and Strassen's algorithm). Starting with the mathematical definitions of above three algorithms, this paper derives their theatrical run-time complexity and then compares these theoretical values to each algorithm's real-world performance.
Deep Neural Networks(DNN) have been widely used for various tasks, such as classification of various types of data [2] [3] [4] , clustering of data [5] , speech recognition [6] , and natural language processing [7] to name just a few. As neural networks research moves from state-ofthe-art paradigms to real world applications, the associated training time and computing requirements become an increasingly important factor affecting the comparison of neural networks with alternative, competing techniques. Thus the existence of fast and efficient learning algorithms is crucial for the evolution of this research field in the future.
The computational efficiency depends on the time spent training the network. In the worst cases scenario, the number of epochs can be exponential in n , the number of inputs. In practice, the time required for the networks to converge is highly variable. Several hundreds of thousands of epochs may be required before the weights converge. A number of techniques exist that help speed-up the training time [8] . The same paper proposes a technique of replacing standard matrix multiplication (Naive) for computing the sum of weighted input with Winograd's matrix multiplication to speed-up the training time of a neural network. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III presents mathematical definitions, theoretical and experimental comparison of three matrix multiplication algorithms. Section IV presents Winograd's implementation of Backpropagation Algorithm and its performance comparison with direct method. Section V presents Winograd's implementation of Boltzmann Machine Algorithm and its performance For the past few years, a huge research is going on actively to cut the computing cost of complex computer algorithms in various areas by applying innovative techniques like Winograd's method instead of direct and straightforward methods. Kuo-Liang et al. proposed a simple Improved Full Search (IFS) for Vector Quantization (VQ) based on Winograd's Identity [9] . In this letter, authors have mentioned that although VQ is an efficient method for low bit rate image compression, it is time consuming for high-dimensional vectors in the search phase. Employing Winograd's Identity, they presented simple IFS in order to cut the computation time in FS for VQ nearly 50%. They have carried out some experiments on four popular images as the bench mark to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The four adopted images are Lena, Baboon, F16 and Pepper. The experimental results showed that the proposed method cuts computation time nearly 50%. Winograd's method: a perspective for some pattern recognition problems [10] is presented, In this article, N.B. Venkateswarulu and P.S.V.S.K. Raju used Winograd's method with Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance and Maximum Likelyhood (ML) classifiers to reduce their computational time requirements. They performed experiments with six band thematic mapper data. Their result showed that the proposed algorithms for Euclidean and ML classifiers are observed to be two times faster than their literal algorithms. In the case of the Mahalanobis distance classifier, the proposed fast algorithm is showing a speed-up of 7. Utility of this Winograd's method with other Pattern Recognition algorithms is also discussed. Ch. Ramesh et al. implemented fast DCT algorithm using Winograd's method [11] . In this paper, they presented Winograd's matrix multiplication approach for forward Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) computation to reduce their CPU time. Experiments are conducted with standard images and synthetic images. In their study, authors have used 15 gray level images and 15 color images in tiff format including widely used Lena, Mandrill and Pepper images. From their experiments it is shown that Winograd's based DCT and IDCT algorithms are most preferred algorithms as they consume very less CPU time compared to conventional implementation and MATLAB. D.J. Nagendra Kumar et al. implemented Expectation Maximization (EM) Clustering using Winograd's method to reduce the computing cost [12] . In this paper, authors have proposed eight methods to speed-up quadratic-term computation in EM. All methods are implemented and executed on synthetic datasets with varying number of dimensions, clusters and samples. Out of all approaches, the result showed that Winograd's implemented one is the fastest approach.
III. THREE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHMS
As we mentioned before, there are three methods to calculate the multiplication of matrices. All of them give the same result but each one consumes different space in memory and takes different processor time. The methods that we will examine are:
i. Naive algorithm ii. Strassen's algorithm iii. Winograd's algorithm
The above three algorithms are defined firstly and then the performances of the algorithms are compared theoretically and by experiments.
A. Naive Algorithm
.
(
The naive algorithm is solely based on the familiar mathematical definition for the multiplication of two matrices, as shown in (1) . To compute each entry in the final n n  matrix, we need exactly n multiplications and 1  n additions. And since each of the 2 n entries in the first matrix (A) is multiplied by exactly n entries from the second matrix (B), the total number of multiplications 
Strassen devised a clever method of dividing the given matrices into four sub-matrices and then recursively multiplying them to obtain the resultant matrix. This method is known as "divide-and-conquer" and adds not only elegance but also improved theoretical performance [13] . First, the two matrices are divided into four (3) and (4) instead of the usual eight multiplications and four additions as in case of Naive method.
Since Strassen's algorithm is recursive, we can solve a set of recurrence relations for the number of scalar multiplications and additions. It is relatively straightforward to show that the number of multiplications for an n-by-n matrix is 
C. Winograd's Algorithm
As demonstrated in [14] Winograd's algorithm is defined as shown in (5), (6) , and (7). Instead of multiplying individual numbers as in the naive algorithm, Winograd's algorithm uses pair wise multiplication of couples of entries and then subtracts the accumulated error.
Since A i and B j are pre-computed only once for each row and column, they require only n 2 scalar multiplications. The final summation does require O(n 3 ) multiplications, but only half of those in the naive algorithm.
Thus, the total number of scalar multiplications has been reduced to Table 1 compares the three algorithms in terms of the number of additions, the number of multiplications and complexity as function of the matrix parameter n. Both Naive and Winograd's algorithms appear to run as the cube of n, but Winograd's algorithm is faster by a constant because of the tradeoff between additions and multiplications. The Naive algorithm always had the lowest number of scalar additions with the largest number of scalar multiplications where as Winograd's algorithm had the lowest number of multiplications with the largest number of additions. Strassen's Algorithm performs more quickly as it has fewer multiplications than other two algorithms assuming that the recursive calls of Strassen's algorithm should not take up too much time theoretically. It clearly appears that Strassen's multiplication algorithm is theoretically the best algorithm than Naive and Winograd's algorithms. 
D. Theoretical Study of Matrix Multiplication Algorithms

E. Experimental Study of Matrix Multiplication Algorithms
The performance comparison of our interest is time consumption. All the algorithms were implemented using C++ and then tested, the information about execution time was collected. In order to compare the performance, testing was performed on a personal desktop (HP Compaq 8200 Elite SFF Intel Core I7-2600 CPU@3. The same environment has been used for all other experiments that were carried out in this paper. All the implemented algorithms were rerun for five times and the average execution time was calculated.
As with the Strassen's recursive algorithm, we assume that square matrices, with a size that is a power of 2, are used for all matrices. With careful implementation, the experiments can be carried out to more general matrices that may not have power of 2 dimensions. Matrix elements are produced by a random function and they are converted into required data type.
The time costs for all three algorithms are demonstrated by the Tables 2, 3 , 4, and 5 for integer, long integer, float and double data types respectively. From the tables, It has been observed that the Strassen's algorithm performs more slowly than expected in the theoretical study mainly due to the large number of recursive calls, which theoretically should not take up too much time, large number of stack operations, and large addressing headers in order to contain all four sub-matrix pointers. Winograd's algorithm is faster than the Naïve algorithm both theoretically and experimentally, because computers add faster than they multiply, while the total number of operations remains almost unchanged. It is clearly appeared in all the tables below that the Winograd's algorithm takes less time than other two algorithms for all data types. 
IV. BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM (BPA)
A neural network is a set of connected input/output units in which each connection has a weight associated with it. There are many different kinds of neural networks and neural network algorithms. The most popular neural network algorithm is Backpropagation learning algorithm [15] .
The Backpropagation algorithm performs learning on a multilayer feed-forward neural network. It iteratively learns a set of weights for prediction of the class label of tuples. A multilayer feed-forward Deep Neural Network (DNN) consists of an input layer, more number of hidden layers and an output layer as shown in Fig. 1 [16, 17] . 
A. Winograd's Modified Backpropagation Algorithm (WMBPA):
In order to reduce the long training time, the standard Backpropagation Algorithm (BPA) gets modified by using Winograd's matrix multiplication algorithm as explained below.
Consider 
Winograd's Inequality is an expansion of (8) and it can be generalized to neural networks with n-inputs as shown in (9), where n is even number. If n is odd, we can make it even by padding zero elements to both vectors to apply the method. 
Consider a multilayer networks m -n -p , where m designates number of nodes in the input layer. n designates number of nodes in the hidden layer. p designates number of nodes in the output layer.
Training Data Set. 
B. Performance Comparison of BPA and WMBPA:
Updating the weights and biases after the presentation of each tuple referred to as case updating. Alternatively, the weight and bias increments could be accumulated in variables, so that the weights and biases are updated after all of the tuples in the training set have been presented. The latter strategy is called epoch updating, where one iteration through the training set is an epoch [18] . In our implementation, Backpropagation employed epoch updating.
The weights in the networks are initialized to small random numbers ranging from -1.0 to 1.0. The biases are similarly initialized to small random numbers. We have considered Deep Neural Network with six hidden layers in addition to input and output layers. The observations are obtained by training the network for 30,000 epochs. The logistic or sigmoid function is used as activation function. Table 6 Demonstrates that proposed Winograd's implementation (WMBPA) shows significant improvement in decreasing neural network training time compared to Naive implementation (BPA). From the Fig.  2 it is completely clear that the training time further reduced as we are increasing training pattern size. 
A. Winograd's Modified Boltzmann Machine Algorithm (WMBMA)
In order to reduce the long training time, the direct Boltzmann Machine Algorithm(BMA) gets modified by using Winograd's matrix multiplication algorithm as per (9) . Consider the following simple RBN with visible and hidden units as shown in Fig. 4 Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . 
B. Performance Comparison of BMA and WMBMA:
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are often much harder to train than shallow neural networks. If we could train deep nets they would be much more powerful than shallow nets [20] . A stack of six RBM layers are arranged for the composition of a DBM. The observations are obtained by training the network for 30,000 epochs in both forward and backward direction for each layer. Table 7 demonstrates that proposed Winograd's implementation (WMBMA) shows significant improvement in decreasing neural network training time compared to Naive implementation (BMA). From Fig. 9 it is completely clear that the training time further reduced as we are increasing training pattern size. In this paper, we examined three matrix multiplication algorithms: the Naive, Strassen's and Winograd's. After our experiments, we found that Winograd's method is faster than other two algorithms for finding the matrix multiplication. Then it has been proposed to use Winograd's algorithm to modify Backpropagation Algorithm (BPA) and Boltzmann Machine Algorithm (BMA). It was experimentally verified that the proposed methods (WMBPA and WMBMA) perform the training of multilayer Deep Neural Networks much faster than the existing algorithms.
For the future work, we will parallelize the Deep Neural Network algorithms. These algorithms will further be implemented using parallel programming models and tested on multi core systems.
